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Reunion Journal
MidAmerica Nazarene University has a
rich heritage built upon the strong faith
and pioneer spirit of our founders.
We are part of this heritage, and we
celebrate the people and places that
helped shape us into who we are today.
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HOW TO USE THIS
JOURNAL
In times like these, it’s easy to get
lost in the day-to-day shuffle of
to-do lists, responsibilities, and
making sure we’re physically taking
care of ourselves. We want to help
you nourish your mindset, to find
little ways or little pockets of joy to
brighten your day, and of course, to
bring you back to campus for a
moment.
Flip to a random page here
whenever you’d like. Find what’s
resonating for you, and dig in.

MNU REFLECTIONS
Make a list of what you accomplished and experienced during your time at MidAmerica. Write about the people you met, places
you went, goals you achieved, and dreams you made a reality–no matter how small. Write anything that comes to mind. Let this
list serve as a reminder of all the amazing things you can and have achieved. Revisit it any time you need a little inspiration.

PEOPLE I REMEMBER
You may not remember everyone you meet–but every person can teach you something about yourself. People propel you forward in
subtle and obvious ways. Use these pages to note people who have inspired you and helped you become who you are, people you
admire and appreciate. Make a plan to stay connected.
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REUNION BINGO
Throughout your reunion, we hope you will make many great memories as you participate in this year’s celebration. Keep a tally of
your activities on this reunion bingo card and let us know how you did at filling it up!

Followed
@MNUalumni
on Instagram

Watched the
Prof Talk with
Dr. Mark Hayse

“I remember
when…” story

Made a gift to
the Fall
Scholarship Drive

Watched
Dr. Spittal’s
university update

Made plans to attend
my next MNU
reunion in 5 years

Met a new
Pioneer

Big Blue adjective
(or other
Pioneer descriptor)

Updated my
contact info on
MNU Connect

Called someone
by the wrong name
on accident

Wore MNU/
MANC gear

Used a fun
MNU Zoom
background image

FREE
SPACE

Checked out the
New Academic
Horizons video

“I’m getting
old” joke

Watched the
livestreamed
Homecoming Chapel

Was in a
Zoom photo

Had a
virtual reunion
technical fail

Shared a post
on our class page
on Facebook

Wrote down
several memories in
the Reunion Journal

Tuned into a
Homecoming event
in my PJ’s

Liked MNU’s
alumni page
on Facebook

Planning to
livestream a
Homecoming game

Completed the
crossword puzzle
in this Journal

Used the
#PioneerPride
hashtag

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
As you complete the crossword puzzle below, we hope it brings back some great memories of your time at MNU.
ACROSS:
5 – Sideline leader
9 – They score points in a game
11 – A big win
12 – Sung before every game
13 – Scream or shout
14 – What the school became in 1997
16 – New Homecoming event featuring alumni talent
20 – Midpoint in a game
21 – Said at the opening of chapel
22 – Nuclear or extended, for instance
23 – Instrumentalists at a game
DOWN:
1 – Held on Friday during Homecoming Week
2 – MNU’s hometown
3 – What you consume during a meal
4 – Loudly encourage your team
6 – Dr. Spittal, for instance
7 – Mnu mascot
8 – C in MANC
9 – They are not settlers
10 – Tally a point
15 – Emblems of special recognition
17 – Those who have a prior academic relationship with MNU
18 – The __ Prayer Statue in the center of campus
19 – When alumni of a certain year gather together
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DID YOU EVER... GAME TALLY SHEET
Use this score sheet to keep track during your reunion’s Did You Ever... game.

